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Introduction

Smurfit-Stone Automated Packaging Systems has requested
this proposal, regarding development of a website that will
accommodate their business needs, in the near and longer term.

Currently, on the Smurfit-Stone main website (www.smurfit.com),
there is some general marketing support of the division of
Automated Packaging Systems (APS). Included in this content
is one video, varied machine photos, and a few select write-ups.

The goal of Smurfit-Stone APS is to bring their ‘face’ and their product line
to a wider audience, to maximize the opportunity for sales. In addition, APS
would like to incorporate elements of sales, customer support, service, and
other items of information that will simplify customer interactivity and
increase the efficiency of APS’ support network.
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General Customer-Oriented Presence

APS would like to expand their Marketing/Sales presence to cover
a greater variety of information that will be at a prospective
customer’s fingertips.

The following shows the current website view upon entering the link for APS:
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Of note on the introductory page is the Content Tree (highlighted in blue).  Each of the links
below ‘Automated Packaging Systems’ takes the user to a separate page, where there is a
write-up and photos for each section.

An example of one of these links is on the following page.
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Currently, on the Smurfit-Stone main website (www.smurfit.com),
there is some general marketing support of the division of
Automated Packaging Systems (APS). Included in this content
is one video, varied machine photos, and a few select write-ups.
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APS would like to add greater detail and additional elements to these sections of the website:

Link Example:  Meta Systems

 – an expanded Content Tree would include a greater
breakdown of the Machines, products and services offered by APS.  Expanded
content may include:

.

It may be easier for a customer to understand the language and ‘intent’ of each section, if they are worded
as above.  A potential customer, viewing the website, may not know what a VPS System is, but if they are
looking for a Tray Former Machine, they should find VPS Systems  Tray Formers.

As the website exists currently, the page above is the final detail page in the content tree.  Instead, it may
be preferable to have a more detailed breakdown of the full series of Meta Machines – listing key, bullet
points, displaying images, and offering downloadable brochures and videos.  The same would apply to
each of the main breakdowns of the Content Tree.

An example of simple, yet clear flow is displayed on the following pages.
These captures are from a competitor, ABC Packaging.
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Currently, on the Smurfit-Stone main website (www.smurfit.com),
there is some general marketing support of the division of
Automated Packaging Systems (APS). Included in this content
is one video, varied machine photos, and a few select write-ups.
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ABC’s approach is simple, clear and straightforward.
Virtually everything a potential or current customer would want is accessible from the Main Page.

Clicking on the Case Erector link (                ) displays the following page:
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Clicking on the Case Erector link (                ) displays the following page:

Clicking on the Model Name or Model Photo will
Take the user to a more detailed page of each
Particular machine:
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The ABC website has clean, simple, and user-friendly flow.  The logic of the
Content Tree moves from the largest umbrella down to the greatest detail.

At the same time, additional items that should be at the user’s fingertips, are
exactly where one would expect them to be – clearly displayed and simply phrased.

Writing and visual elements follow the progression of the Content Tree – they flow
from the simple to the more involved.  Websites flow better, are more user friendly,
and are more successful if wording, images, and details are clear and succinct.

APS would like the company website to have a more detailed
display of the products and services that they offer.
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More detailed flow, expanding each product category, subsets, and individual
Machines/products/services.

Language, images, and additional elements that flow with the progression of
the product search.

Clear and simple contact links.

Updated, quality, cleaned images for all product lines.

NOT
acceptable

Viewable/downloadable videos for all product lines.

Downloadable brochures for all product lines.

Elements that may be included:
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In order for APS to maintain a certain level of security - with respect to
design, parts, and so forth – it will be necessary to have a secure login
area for existing customers.
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The login area for existing customers should be clearly displayed on the Main page,
in a position that is easy to locate:

Elements for Existing Customers

As the demands our internet-based world increase, APS is finding
it necessary to have a website ‘front’ for handling the day-to-day
workings of Service and Support.

Visual Proposal
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After entering their login details, the customer would have access to
a page that has helpful information at their fingertips.
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All information and elements of the customer’s Machine would be easily accessible.

All elements of the Machine Manual and its Appendix can be located, viewed,
downloaded, and/or printed easily in this format.

A button is displayed for FAQs. APS Service personnel consistently field many
routine questions that could be displayed in this Q & A section.

A clear button is displayed to email the Service Department.

A button is displayed for ordering parts online.

Visual Proposal
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APS would like to establish a system for customers to order replacement parts online. Being able to do so
would offer much greater efficiency and satisfaction over the  current system, both for APS and its customers.
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APS currently uses software named Made 2 Manage.  Made 2 Manage is a wide-ranging database
software that covers Purchasing, Inventory, Parts listings, Shipping & Receiving,and so forth.
Ideally, APS would like to be able to ‘bridge’ the local use of Made 2 Manage with the ‘storefront’
of the APS internet pages. At the time of the writing of this proposal,it is not clear how well this
bridging will work.

Summation
The internet age is well upon us, and APS is looking to maximize their online ‘storefront’ to match
the demand of both customers and competitors.  Producing and developing a system, as proposed
in the preceding pages, would greatly increase the exposure and the potential growth of APS.

A detailed online ‘storefront’ would make for more effective sales opportunities, and would provide
a greater knowledge base for sales personnel, potential and current customers, and Smurfit-Stone
employees.

In addition, current customers would have a more accessible and user-friendly structure in which to
interact with sales and support.  Such a system lends itself to a greater likelihood of repeat business.

These elements, with the inclusion of a full-blown online ordering structure, would strengthen the
foundation of APS, provide for much greater exposure and flexibility, and be a catalyst for greater
organizational efficiency, increased profitability, and potential expansion.

Note

Proposal

At a minimum, APS would like the customer to be able to view Drawings, the Bill of Material, and then
place an email order to the APS Service Department.

The ideal scenario would be full integration of Made 2 Manage onto the internet, providing the customer
with the maximum amount of information – with a user-friendly search and ordering structure. This may
enable more thorough inventory tracking, the potential full use of bar coding, faster shipping and receiving
– and in short, make for a more efficient and more profitable APS support system.
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